Program Associate– Math Coach
SEED Schools was established in June 2013 with a vision to provide high quality education at an
affordable cost. The SEED team consists of passionate, dynamic young people dedicated to improve
student learning outcomes through effective curriculum, innovative teaching methods, and efficient
school operations. SEED currently runs three schools in Hyderabad and is now expanding to a chain of
high quality schools in the affordable private school (APS) sector. At the early stage of its operation, the
organization provides its employees a great platform for professional growth along with opportunity to
create deeper social impact.
SEED is promoted by:
Harish Mamtani (www.linkedin.com/in/harishmamtani/)
Manish Kumar (http://in.linkedin.com/in/manishkumarsah/)

Project: Hiring a teacher with right content knowledge and pedagogical skill set is a pressing
challenge faced by most of the low income in India. Lack of strong teacher in classroom is
increasing the student gap in higher grades, leading to discontinuing the education. SEED aims
to tackle the problem of students’ learning gaps by developing innovative technology driven
teaching methodologies (like SEEDDLE) to run remedial programs and by implementing
technology oriented academic programs (like Khan Academy). Designing new programs and
monitoring existing program are the key focus area.

Primary Responsibilities:








Monitor and track secondary math academic programs in different schools
Observe math teachers teaching in the class and provide feedback
Train teachers in content and general classroom management
Provide teachers with resources that help them teach effectively in class
Create assessment to monitor the progress of the students
Assist teachers in planning lessons, and monitor their progress
Develop new programs that are scalable in different schools

Qualification and Experience:


At least 2 year (higher would be preferable) of experience in teaching/ content
development/ education sector
 Graduate in any field with math and science major. Passion for math in general would
be advantage
 The person should be self-driven and is expected to lead the initiative even with limited
support.
Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:


Strong content knowledge in math









Excellent understanding of teaching and designing assessments
Exceptional written and oral communication skills in English
Good with computer tools like Microsoft Office, and basics of networking and
connectivity
Ability to work independently and work closely with teachers and principals.
Must a growth mindset
Excellent team player
Comfortable with travelling within the city.

Please send your resume to Arti at careers@seedschools.in
The selection process will involve 2-3 rounds of interview (in-person/telephonic) and a visit to
SEED Schools office in Hyderabad for the shortlisted candidates. There would be a technical
round also where the required skills will be tested.

